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DECLARATION OF DOUGLAS R. LITTLEFIELD, PH.D.

COMES NOW Douglas R. Littlefieid, pusuant to 28 U.S.C. g 1746, and stares as

follows:

1. I am over 18 years ofage. I have personal knowledge of the following facts, and

if called to testifu, I would and could testify competently thereto.

Expert Qualifications
2. I received a Ph.D. in American history ftom the University of Califomia, Los

Angeies, in 1987. My principal field of expertise was the history of the American West with an

emphasis on water law history. My Ph.D. dissertation focused on the history of the water

conflict over the Rio Grande among New Mexico, Texas, and Colorado and the evolution of the

1938 Rio Grande Compact, a¡ 
lnter:tate 

agreement apportioning the ¡iver's flows among those

Appendix B



t¡ree states. My dissertation review committee was chaired by Prof. Nonis Hundley, Jr., author

of lMater and the I4/est: The Colorado River Compact and the Politics of L\later in the American

West (197 5) and other works on westem water law and policy. The committee also included

Harrison C. Dunning, Professor of water law at the University of Califomia at Davis.

3. I have published a book on the Rio Grande's interstate apportionment history

entitled Conflict on the Rio Grande: lí/ater and the Law, 1879-1939 (IJniversity of Oklahoma

Press, 2008) and numerous scholarly a¡ticles on water-related history topics. I also have peer-

reviewed water-history-related scholarly manuscripts for university presses as well as written

numerous book reviews on the history of water resources in the American West.

4. I have taught the history of the American West, environmental history, and

American history on the undergraduate and graduate levels at Califomia State University, East

Bay, and for the University of Maryland's University College program at the Pentagon in

Washington, D.C., and at Patuxent Naval Air Station in Maryland.

5. For the last twenty-seven years, I also have been a professional historian

specializing in the history of water resources, water rights, and navigability, and I have provided

historical consulting services in relation to many rivers in the United States. I have provided

expert witness testimony, affidavits, reports, and exhibits in state and federal courls as well as

before govemmental commissions and legislative bodies. As part of this work, I have testified,

been deposed, provided affidavits and reports, or otherwise assisted in four original jurisdiction

cases before the United States Supreme Court, all four of which involved the history of interstate

river disputes and/or interstate compacts. Those cases are: Kansas v. Colorado, No. 105,

Original, a dispute over the Arkansas River; Nebraska v. Wyoming, No. 108, Original, a conflict

over the North Platte River; Kansas v. Nebraska and Colorado, No. 126, Original, a controversy

over the Republican River; and Virginia v. Maryland, No. 129, Original, a lawsuit over the

Potomac River. In one ofthese, Kansas v. Colorado, No. 105, Original, I provided eleven days

of testimony, an expert report, and over t\¡,/o hundred exhibits at trial on the history of the

interstate apportionment of the Arkansas River and the 1948 Arkansas River Compact. A true



and comect copy of my culTiculum vitae, which sets forth my education and relevant experience

as a professional historian, is attached hereto as Exhibit 1.

Historical Question for Consideration

6. At the request of the State of Montana, I have conducted research into the

historical record of the negotiation and adoption of the 1950 Yellowstone River Compact with

regard to documents that may shed light on whether Montana must notiôz Wyoming of a

shoftage (issue a'þriority call") in order to be entitled to \ùater for Montana's pre-1950 rights

under the Yellowstone River Compact.

llistorical Research Locations

7. To provide an in-depth historica.l analysis and to reach conclusions with regard to

the above question, I am relying on considerable historical research that I have undertaken in

both archival and published sources. With regard to archival sources, I have reviewed the files

of the Yellowstone River Compact negotiators (as well as other contemporary participants in

those deliberations) at the following locations: 1) the Montana Govemors' files at the Montana

Historical Society (the equivalent of a state archives) in Billings, Montana; 2) the Montana

Attomey General's records at the Attomey General's Office in Billings; 3) the records of the

Montana Deparhrient of Natural Resources a¡d Conserwation in Billings; 4) the Wyoming State

Engineer's files at the Wyoming State Archives in Cheyerure, Wyoming; 5) the Wyoming Water

Resources Division files at the Wyoming State Archives in Cheyenne; 6) the Wyoming

Govemors' files at the Wyoming State Archives in Cheyenne; 7) the North Dakofa Water

Commission files in Bismarck, North Dakota; 8) the North Dakota Govemors' files at the

University of North Dakota in Grand Forks, North Dakota; 9) the files of the U.S. Bureau of

Reclamation at the National Archives branch in Denver, Colorado; and 10) the records of the



Depaftment of the Interior at the National Archives branch in College Park, Maryland. In

addition, because North Dakota also has provided additional documentation in anticipation of

discovery requests, I have revìewed those materials for this study. Finally, the understanding of

President Harry Truman a¡d federal executive br¿rnch agencies were reviewed - especially as

those agencies expressed their views in unpublished reports now held by the Truman Presidential

Library in Independence, Missouri - to ascertain the Truman Administration's understanding of

the 1950 Yellowstone River Compact.

8. With regard to published materials, I have undertaken a complete examination of

all actions by Congress relating to the 1950 Yellowstone River Compact and its history as

revealed in lhe Congressional Record, Congressional reports, published Congressional hearings,

and in unpublished Congressional hearings. I also have examined published reporls and studies

by the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation and the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (both of which

plamied to build reservoirs in the Yellowstone River Basin once an interstate allocation of water

supplies could be achieved), parlicularly with regard to the agencies' roles in providing

suggestions and data to the 1950 Yellowstone River Compact's negotiators.

9. In addition, actions and comments by parties concemed with the Yellowstone

River Basin's interstate allocation were heavily covered by ne\¡/spapers in Montana, Wyoming,

and Nofih Dakota in the years leading up to that accord's ratification in 1951. Because ofthose

newspapers' detailed accounts regarding the Compact's history, I have reviewed over four

hundred articles published in the three states describing contemporaneous events - including

interviews and other comments by Compact negotiators - leading up to the final 1950 Compact.

10. I hereby certify that true a¡d correct copies of the documents refened to in. this

Declaration are being provided herewith on a CD as the Addendum to this Declaration.



Importance of Full Historical Record

11. It is important to note here that because deliberations leading to the 1950

Yellowstone River Compact transpired over seve¡al decades the answer to the historical question

at the beginning of this Declaration was not addressed neatly in a package; rather, the answer

emerged piecemeal as different problems were identified and addressed. In particular, those

problems included considerable input from water users' groups on the Yellowstone River's

tributaries - feedback that did not harmonize from one tributary to another. The problems also

included the impacts during the 1930s to 1940s of the Great Depression, the Dust Bowl, and

World War II, as well as the U.S. Government's efforts to address those calamities through,

among other things, national water resources planning. Thus, from a historical perspective, the

language contained in the 1950 Yellowstone River Compact was the result of over two decades

ofnegotiations during momentous national, regional, and world-wide events.

12. Prior to 1950, and beginning as early as the 1930s, there had been several

previous versìons of a compact that had been achieved and/or discussed (none of which were

ever fully ratified), but it is impofiant not 10 view these earlier agreements as unrelated

documents. Instead, these previous attempted settlements should be seen as drafts leading to the

final 1950 Yellowstone River Compact, and the¡efore the meaning given to the language used by

negotiators in shaping those earlier accords is directly anticipatory of language used ìn the final

1950 agreement. Similarly, the fundamental concepts found in the final Compact ca¡r be traced

through these earlier attempts to find a solution to the Yellowstone's interstate apportionment

problems. This is particularly true because not only did the 1950 Compact's negotiators refer

back to previous negotiations for information on how best to proceed but many of the 1950

agreement's negotiators themselves had directly pafücipated in the discussions leading to the

eariier accords. The background of the previous agreements, therefore, should be perceived as a



continuous history ieading to the final 1950 Yellowstone River Compact, and while not all early

provisions were ultimately adopted for use in the 1950 Yellowstone River Compact, the

discussions regarding those previous provisos cumulatively shed considerable light on the final

1950 accord, including with regard to the question of whether Montana must issue a "call" to

Wyoming in order for Montana to be entitled to its pre-1950 water rights.

Historical Discussion

13. A fundamental issue that arose in all the early attempts to achieve an interstate

compact was how best to protect existing water rights and uses in both Montana and Wyoming

(North Dakota entered the deliberations late in the talks). This was an essential concem that

confronted the states' negotiators because neither Montana nor 'Wyoming was willing to threaten

its existing uses and rights to achieve an agreement with the other state. Moreover, both states'

existing water users were adamant that no potential interstate accord jeopardize their water

rights, and without the approval of existing water rights holders, ratification would be impossible

in the states' legislatures. Negotiators in both states, therefore, viewed protecting established

rights and uses as essential before any other discussions could take place on how to divide

additional waters that might be made available through new storage works then being considered

by the U.S. Govemment - a federal solution for the Great Depression, the Dust Bowl, and

national growth and security during World War II. Multiple suggestions were then being

proposed in Congress and by federal agencies for new dams and reservoirs - some for the entire

Missouri River watershed (which includes the Yellowstone River Basin) - that would provide

more water for la¡ds with unreliable supplies and for new potentially irrigable acreage. Yet

these federal proposals also th¡eatened to reduce local water control in favor of greater basin-

wide river regulation. Therefore, protecting status quo water rights and uses was crucìal to any



interstate agreement for the Yellowstone River and its hibutaries before the basin's water users

would consent to any new dams and reservoirs.

74. One method proposed during compact deliberations for securing the status quo of

existing water rights and uses within the Yellowstone River Basin was simply to accept pdor

appropriation across the state line, and, if a "call" became necessary due to shortages on any of

the Yellowstone's tributaries, existing priorities across the state line would establish a framework

within which such a demand for water could work. Yet regardless of the enoÍnous appeal of this

possible solution due to its seeming simplicity, it nonetheless also was an ansv!,¡er that proved to

be considerably more complìcated than appeared at first blush. Despite the theoretical

attractiveness of using priorities to establish an interstate apporlionment, Yellowstone

negotiators were unable to find a way to implement this goal while simultaneously allowing

existing laws to govem within each state. Permitting each state to regulate its own water laws

was an objective both states considered as fundamental to maintaining the status quo as

protecting existing uses and water rights because it was each state's laws that provided the legal

basis and framework for that state's water rights priorities.

A. The 1935 Compact Draft

15. Congress originally authorized Montana and Wyoming to negotiate a

Yellowstone River settlement in 1932,land while some efforls toward this goal took place during

the next few years,2 the proposals were limited in scope until deliberations in 1935, talks that

1 An Act Grqnting the Consent of Congress to the States of Montana and llyoming to Negotiqte and Enter
into q Compact or Agreement for Division of the Waters of the Yellowstone Ríver, 47 Stat. 306 (1932). See also
Congressional Record,12 Cong.,l sess., June 15, 1932, p. 13013.

2 
See, for example, "Tentative Proposals Submitted for the Formulation ofa Compact for Apportionment of

the Waters of [the] Yellowstone River and Tributaries between Montana and Wyoming, at a Conference at Sheridan,
Wyoming, October 5, 1932," fle. Yellowstone River Compact, Compact Proposals, 1932, Series 03.12,
Yello\rystone River Compact Commission Records, Records of the Wyoming State Engineer, Record Group 0037,
Wyoming State Archives, Cheyeffie, Wyoming; Wyoming's Tentative Draft, Yellowstone River Compact," Feb. 7,



attempted to accept pdorities across the states line as a solution to the interstate apportionment.

One central problem that emerged at that time with accepting priorities across state lines was that

the two states had vastly different systems for recognizing such rights. Wyoming maintained a

centralized recording system that required water users to file their claims with state offìcials as

one impofiant step to establish a valid water right. Yet such claims r¡r'ere not necessarily actual

diversions, which required verification, something not always done in Wyoming. In fact, the

state's compact negotiators freely acknowledged that in some cases such frlings were simply

"paper rights" - claims with little or no substantiation.

16. Montana, on the other hand, required posting of notices at actual diversions to

claim water rights, but the state had no central recording with state officials. Sometimes such

rights were filed v/ith county recorders a¡d/or adjudicated in state courts, but like Wyoming's

shortcomings in verifying uses, filings in Montana were similarly not always fully documented.

Thus, neither state's system was satisfactory to the other as a means of establishing existing uses

and pdorities. The differences in these two systems, therefore, meant that defining priorities

across the Montana and Wyoming state line was extremely difficult, especially in 1ìght of the fact

that data on actual uses in both states was severely lacking. Moreover, these differences

compounded the reality that there was no administrative means to enforce a "call" by a

downstream water ìlser against a water user in an upstream state. This shortcoming, however,

did not keep officials from the two states from discussing priorities across the state line even

while accepting current state laws as a compact solution that maintained the status quo as to

existing uses and rights.

1933, file: Yellowstone River Compact Records, Compact Drafts, 1933, 1935, Series 03.12, Yellowstone River
Compact Commission Records, Records ofthe Wyoming State Engineer, Record Group 0037, ibid.
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11. For example, as early as February 1935, a draft interstate compact signed by

Montana State Engineer J.S. James and Wyoming State Engineer Edwin Bunitt dealt with

priorities across tlle state line. Yet importantly, like the final 1950 Yellowstone River Compact,

the 1935 draft made it clear that there was to be no trans-boundary administration of water rights,

either by any new interstate organization or by the states themselves. Article V ofthe 1935 draft

compact stated that prior appropriation govemed diversions from the Yellowstone River system,

but Article V also stated that appropriations were to be determined by the separate laws of each

state. Moreover this article aiso declared that wherever possible, any interstate allocation would

to be made at the state line - a provision clearly inserted in order to preserve the sanctity ofeach

state's administration of its own r ater laws. And, whìle the 1935 compact draft aiso provided

that parlies in either state could appropriate water in the other state for beneficial purposes,

including storage in reservoirs, such appropriations were only possible if they followed the

respective state's laws.3 In other words, there was to be no trans-boundary adminìstrative system

of priorities under the 193 5 draft compact and no means whereby a "cail" cou1d be implemented

across the state line.

18. The compact draft achieved by Montana State Engineer James and Wyoming

State Engineer Burritt in early 1935 also reached the conclusion that a new commission to be

created by the proposed compact could help establish the relative priorities of existing rights on

either side of the boundary as well as allocate additional flows that might be created from new

storage or other developments. Nevertheless, once such determinations were reached, each state

3 Article V, "Yellowstone River Compact between the states of Wyoming and Montana," Feb. 6, 1935, file:
Yellowstone River Compact Records, Compact Drafts, 1933, 1935, Series 03.12, Yellowstone River Compact
Commission Records, Records of the Wyoming state Engineer, Record Group 0037, Wyoming State Archives,
Cheyenne, Wyoming.



would still govem those waters \Mithin its own boundaries.4 This was an especially important

consideration in light ofthe growing proposals in the mid-l930s for new reserwoirs to be built by

the U.S. Govemment, which might involve federal regulation or an interstate compact covering

the entire Missouri River Basin, including the Yeliowstone system. In other words, any new

compact commission would not have the authority to recognize o¡ enforce "calls" across state

lines and thus fulfrll senior appropriators' demands for water from juniors on the other side of the

boundary. This was in part simply because - as the 1935 negotiators understood - the differing

state r ater laws would have made it very diffrcult at that time to accurately establish which

rights were junior or senior on either side ofthe state line. Furthermore, both states' negotiators

realized that none of their existing water users were willing to jeopardize their water rights in

order to achieve an interstate settlement.

19. In sum, while the 1935 draft compact attempted to consider priorities in both

Montana and Wyoming, the proposed agreement did not provide for any form of interstate

regulation by priodty across the state line. Yet the attempt to utilize priorities was basically a

mea¡rs of recognizing existing uses and rights in both states as a fundamental principle

underlying any interstate accord for the Yellowstone River system. Due to the timing of the

1935 draft compact and biennial schedule of the Wyoming Legislature, the 1935 draft was never

presented lor ratifi cation.

B. Compact Deliberations During 1938 to 1941

20. Over the years that followed, officials from Montana and Wyoming continued to

struggle with how best to address existìng priorities and uses in both states without directly

o Article VI, "Yellowstone River Compact between t}te states of Wyoming ald Montana," Feb. 6, 1935,
fìle: Yello\ystone River Compact Records, Compact Drafts, 1933, 1935, Series 03.12, Yellowstone River Compact
Commission Records, Records of the Wyoming state Engineer, Record Group 0037, Wyoming State Archives,
Cheyenne, Wyoming.
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establishing a means to recognize or enforce "calls" across the state line. After continued

compact negotiations were authorized by Congress in 1937s followìng the failure of the 1935

talks, Montana Chief Engineer E.B. Donohue told future Montana compact negotiator Joseph

Muggli in May 1938 that "the issue of existing priorities would be basic to the new

negotiations." Donohue added that Montana would be especially interested in "a determination

of the existing water rights granted in each state," information that would be derived by

obtaining data on adjudications in each state, the relationships between appropriations in each

state and stream flows, water requirements versus existing rights, a¡d how each state

administered its own water rights.6 Donohue favored accepting priorities across state lines,

apparently on the theory that most of Montana's priorities were older than those in Wyoming,

but how to implement this concept remained elusive.

21. Donohue's views became obvious when compact deliberations resumed in

November 1938. At that time, both sides' delegates agreed that accepting existing priorities and

uses were crucial to any successfrrl compact, but, with the exception of Donohue, they remained

uncertain about how to deal with those priorities across the state line - still because of the

differences in state laws and the lack of information about priorities in either state (especially in

5 An Act Granting the Consent of Congress to the Stqtes of Montana and l{yoming to Negotiqte and Enter
into (r Compqct or Agreement lor Division of the Waters of the Yellowstone River,50 Stat. 551 (1937). For more
information on this legislation, see U.S. Congess, Serr:ate, Grønt¡ng the Consent of Congress to the States of
Montqnq qnd Wyoming to Negoliate qnd Enter ¡nto q Compqct or Agreement for Divisíòn of the Wqters of the
Yellowstone .Rrver, S. Rpt. 2227,74 Cong.,2 sess., 1936; U.S. Congress, I{olose, Compqct between Montana qnd

Wyoming, H. Rpt. 3034, 74 ConE.,2 sess., 1936; U.S. Congress, Seîafe, Grqnting Consent to Montqnq and
Wyoming to Enter in to [aJ Compøct for [theJ Divisíon of [the] Waters of [the] Yellowstone River, S. Rpt. 42, 75
Cong., I sess., 1937; "Wheeler Sees Tongue River Funds Allocation," Billings Gqzette, Jan.7,1937; "Wheeler
Urges Pushing Tongue River Project," ibid., Ian. 12, 1931; "Water Compact Bill Approved," ibid,.,Feb.9, 1937;
"Westem Congressmen Cooperate on Reclamation Bills," ibid., March 30, 1937; "Committee Approves Wheeler
Bill Monday," ibid., April 20, 1937; "States May Bargain on Water Diversion," ibid., July 23, l937t "Wheeler
Takes Lead in War in Major Issue in Congress Session," ibid., Aù9.22, 1937t E.B. Donohue, Chief Engineer,
Montana State Water Conservation Board, to the Members of the lMontana] Yellowstone River Compact
Commission, Jan. 13, 1940, file 04-01-00, YCC Correspondence, 1940, Montana State Department of Natural
Resources and Conservation, Helena, Montana.

6 E.B. Donohue, Chief Engineer, Montara State Water Conservation Board, to Joseph Muggli, May 21,
1938, file 04-01-00, YCC Conespondence, Montana State Department of Natural Resources and Conservation,
Helena- Montana.
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Montana due to that state's lack of a centralized recording system). Donohue, on the other hand,

proposed simply extending priority recognition across the state line. "Consider the Big Hom

River as a big inigation ditch," Donohue argued in relation to one of the Yellowstone's

tributa¡ies, "Forget [the] state line."7 Yet even as he advocated a pure priority administration

regardless of state lines, he nonetheless conceded, "Montana is in no position to know about all

of its rights until studies are made." Montana compact negotiator Rockwell Brown concurred.

Acknowledging that Montana's officials needed to develop more concise information about

water rights in their state's part ofthe Yellowstone Basin, Brown nonetheless asserted that under

a priority administration across the state line, "calls" ought to be respected regardless of the state

boundary with Wyoming. "Wyoming, in the event of shorlage," Brown declared, "should

undertake to give due recognition to those [Montana's prior] rights."8

22. But how such a tra¡s-boundary priority system would operate was unclear,

especially since Wyoming did not favor accepting priorities across the state line. Reflecting the

lack of detailed knowledge about exactly what water rights existed on both sides of the border as

well as how to administer "calls" across the boundary, Wyoming State Engineer John Quinn

stated, "We agree with Mr. Brown's statement completely [about the imporlance of accepting

existing uses and rights], except as to the terrrr he has used that Wyoming should give due

recognition to prior rights in Montana. We are willing that such a statement be made if it be

modified to the extent that Wyoming will give due consideration in the administration of its own

? "Meeting of the Compact Commissìons of Montana and Wyoming to Discuss the Yellowstone River
Compact," Nov. 2l-22, 1938, microfilm roll 158, State Engineer, General Correspondence, 1930-1939, Series
01.01.01, General Correspondence, 1886-1983, Records of the Wyoming State Engineer, Record Group 0037,
Wyoming State Archives, Cheyenne, 'ür'yoming.

8 "Meeting of the Compact Commissions of Montana and Wyoming to Discuss the Yellowstone River
Compact," Nov.21-22, 1938, microfilm roll 158, State Engineer, General Correspondence, 1930-1939, Series
01.01.01, General Coffespondence, 1886-1983, Records of the Wyoming State Engineer, Record Group 0037,
Wyoming State Archives, Cheyenne, Wyoming.
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rights to any shortage in Montana."e In short, Quinn believed that each state should administer

its own water laws, although he conceded that Wyoming would consÌder Monlu¡a's claims while

not being bound by them.

23. Two years later, when deliberations resumed in October 1940, William G. Metz, a

Wyoming delegate to the talks, made the same point. Summarizing the negotiations to date,

Metz stressed the need to carefully examine actual existing water uses (not so-called "paper

rights") to determine the prior rights that would be protected - "the condition which prevails

today" as he put it. He added, "Wyoming suggests that the actual beneficial use now made of

water be declared the principal factor in dividing the \Ã/ater to meet the needs of the situation as it

is today. Actual use of water on land is of more importance than priorities or court decrees."

Yet Metz 
. 
also stressed that Wyoming believed that each state should adm'inister its own

allocations, whatever those might tum out to be under a final compact. As Metz explained

during the October 1940 negotiations, an outside objective third parly might determine existing

uses and rights to help assist an interstate apporlionment by a compact, but then any final

resulting allocations between Wyoming and Montana ought to be a "mass allocation, and each

state could distribute its share as it pleases." Montana's Rockwell Brown, who, like many of the

negotiators, believed that new storage systems then proposed by federal authorities would

alleviate any need to enforce priorities across state lines or elsewhere, agreed that "consideration

must be given to existing priorities during this interva.l [before new storage was constructed]."

Brown also underscored the crucial role that water users in each state held in relation to

preventing ratification of any interstate agreement that did not protect their existing rights and

uses. "Our legislature," he declared, "is not going to enteÌ into a compact that does not protect

e "Meeting of the Compact Commissions of Montana and Wyoming to Discuss the Yellowstone River
Compact," Nov. 21-22, 1938, microfilm roll 158, State Engineer, General Correspondence, 1930-1939, Series
01.01.01, General Corespondence, 1886-1983, Records of the Vy'yoming State Engineer, Record Group 0037,
Wyoming State Archives, Cheyenne, Wyoming.
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the priorities of the irrigators."lo Nevertheless, Brown, who, as noted earlier, supported priority

acceptance regardless of state lines, offered no backing to the "mass allocation" approach nor did

he describe how "calls" would wo¡k in relation to the state boundary.

24. Yet regardless of approach, it was clear that all negotiators wanted to find some

means to protect the status quo for existing water dghts and uses before any allocations were

made from "new" water to be made available by reservoir construction. H.F. McColley, who

was the secretary and chief engineer of North Dakota's State Water Conservation Commission

and who had attended the compact discussions on October 10, 1940, shortly after NoÍh Dakota

had joined thern, also obserued that it was the intent of the negotiators to protect existing uses

and rights ahead of any division of new waters that might be made available from future

constructed storage. "The consensus of opinion," McColley told North Dakota Govemor John

Moses in a repoÍ on the proceedings, "was that the Yellowstone River waters should be

proporlioned on the basis of existing irrigation, based on a water suppiy established from records

of the lowest year recorded; then proportion additional waters that may be available in more

abundant years to the irrigated acreage and to potential irrigable acreage, realizing that a second

allotment program will require upstream water conservation reservoirs created by the

construction of various dams."ll Yet McColley also offered no conclusion on how any

acceptance of existing uses and rights might be implemented across the state lines - a problem

that continued to plague all the compact negotiators as well as other observers.

25. Clifford H. Stone, the director of Colorado's Water Conservation Board who also

had attended the October 10, 1940, Yeliowstone River talks as a delegate for the National

r0 "Minutes of the Meeting of the Yellowstone River Compact Commission Held in the Chamber of
Commerce Building, Billings, Montana," Oct. 10, 1940, fìle: Yello\¡,,stone River Compact Records, Annual Report,
1940, Series 03.12, Yellolvstone River Compact Commission Records, Records of the Wyoming State Engineer,
Record Group 0037, Wyoming State Archives, Cheyenne, Wyoming.

tt H.F. Mccolley, Secretary and Chief Engineer, North Dakota State Water Conseryation Commission, to
North Dakota Govemor John Moses, Oct. 15, 1940, materials provided by North Dakota.
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Resources Planning Board (President Franklin Roosevelt's New Deal agency charged with

overseeing natural resources development and management), made the same points to Frederic

A. Delano, the head ofthe federal agency on October 16,1940. Stone explained the importance

ofprotecting existing uses and water rights, especially from Montana's perspective:

Naturally Montana is interested in preserving as far as possible
vested and present uses, and obviously any compact which might seriously
interfere with such uses would be difficult of ratification. Therefore, there
is justification for securing, on as sound a basis as possible, information as

to the present uses of water within the basin. In Wyoming, of course, this
information ìs largely available through the administrative procedure
which has existed in that State from the beginning. Wyoming also is
apparently relying, according to the statements of its representatives,
largely upon the information now being obtained by the Reclamation
Bureau as to present uses of water within that State. This information also
will be helpfrrl to the State of Montana, but that State is unwilling
apparently to rely entirely upon the Bureau's information, and deems it
advisable to have its own figures and, in the interest of final ratification, to
survey as fully as possible, through its own agencies, the situation as to
water uses within the State.l2

26. Even as more talks continued into late 1941, how to accept existing uses and

priorities in both Montana and Wyoming continued to remain uncefain even though both states

did not dispute whether such rights and uses should be protected. As Lesher Wing, a

representative of the Federal Power Commission attending the deliberations, explained to

Compact Commissioner and Wyoming State Engineer L.C. Bishop in December 1941, one of the

concepts for allocating water to Montana and Wyoming was "to base the allocation of the flows

upon priorities, disregarding state lines until rights of existing inigated acreage are satisfied"

with excess water divided ìn some other ma¡ner.l3 Wing, however, offered no ideas on how to

deal with "calls" across the state line.

r2 Clifford H. Stone, Chairman, Region 7, National Resources Planning Board, to Frederic A. Delano,
National Chairman, National Resources Planning Board, Oct.16,1940, materials provided by North Dakota.

13 Lesher S. Wing, Senior Engineer, Federal Power Commission, to Fred E. Buck, ChiefEngineer, Montana
State Wat Conservation Board, Dec. 29, 1941, file 04-01-00, YCC Correspondence, 1947, Montana State
Department ofNatural Resources and Conservation, Helena, Montana.
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C. The October 1942 Compact Draft

27. Negotiations continued, and a new draft compact was reached in October 1942.

Yet while the trans-border "call" solution remained elusive, the October 1942 compacf &aft

made it clear that all regulation of existing rights would occur under the laws ofeach state within

its own borders. In other words, the compact's authors considered maintaining the status quo of

each state's authority over its own laws as crucial as presewing the status quo of existing water

rights and uses. Article VIII ofthe draft stated: "Al1 rights to the beneficial use of the waters of

the Yellowstone River System heretofore and hereafter established under the laws of any

signatory State shall be satisfied solely from the proportion of the'¡r'ater allotted to that State in

which such rights are claimed and allowed[.]"ra Stressing that each state would control ail water

within its own borders, Lesher Wing of the Federal Power Commission, who was helping to

write this version ofthe compact, subsequently told John Tucker, North Dakota's state engineer,

that this provision meant, "The water rights of individuals in each state are unaffected by the

Compact, since each person is entitled to his proportionate share of the state allotment, in

accordance with his existing appropriation rights and priority of filing."l5 Moreover, the October

7942 draft declared that "Unadjudicated appropriations shall hereafter be determined by the State

in which the water is diverled, and whe¡e a portion or all of the lands inigated are in the

adjoining State shall be confirmed in that State by the proper authority. Each adjudication is to

conform with the laws of the State where the $/ater is diverted and shall be recorded in the

County and State where the water is used."16 In addition, the draft also accepted "present vested

to A¡ticle VIII, "Preliminary Draft of Yellowstone River Compact (Revised October 17, 1942)," box/folcler:
124110, Yellowstone River Compact, 194l-1948, Sam C. Ford Administration, 194l-1948, Montana Govemors'
Records, 1889-1962, MC35, Montana Historical Society, Helena, Montana.

15 Lesher S. Wing to John Tucker, Nov. 3, 1942, materials provided by North Dakota.
16 Article X, "Preliminary Draft of Yellowstone River Compact (Revised October 17, 1942),- box/folder:

124110, Yellowstone River Compacl 1941-1948, Sam C. Ford Administration, 194l-1948, Montana Govemors'
Records, 1889-1962, MC35, Montana Historical Society, Helena, Montana.
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rights" as protected, but the draft did not address the topìc of changes in individual water users'

circumstances (such as abandonment or forfeiture).I? Further stressing that each state's laws

were to govem its own water rights, the October1942 draft agreement established that lower

states could appropriate water in upper states and could build storage facilities for such new

water supplies, but the draft established how these activities would take place to conform with

the respective state laws - much like the 1935 draft compact had provided.rs

28. The October 1942 drafï also included the idea originally proposed in the 1935

compact draft of creating an interstate compact commission. Yet like the 1935 proposal, the

commission outlined in 7942 had no authority to compel juniors to close their headgates in favor

of senior water users in another state, although the commission could rotate low-flow supplies

among all users on a given Yellowstone tributary if the commissioners jointly determined such a

procedure would be most useful to all concemed.le Instead, the 1942 version of a commission

was a¡ agency to gather informatìon and make recommendations, and the draft compact also

expressly stated, "The findings of the Commission shall not be conclusive in any Court or

tribunal having jurisdiction over this Compact."2o In other words, each state's sovereignty over

water rights within its borders was to be maintained - a principle that, despite many Montanans'

desire to implement priorities regardless of state lines, remained fundamental to most negotiators

in Monta¡a, Wyoming, and North Dakota.

17 Article VIII, "Preliminary Draft of Yellowstone River Compact (Revised October 17, 1942)," boxlfolder'.
124110, Yellowstone River Compact, 1941-1948, Sam C. Ford Administration, 194l-1948, Montana Governors'
Records, 1889-1962, MC35, Montana Historical Society, Helena, Montana.

tt A.ticl"s X-XII, "Preliminary Draft of Yellowstone River Compact (Revised Octobet 17, 1942),"

box/folder: 124110, Yellowstone River Compact, 1941-1948, Sam C. Ford Administration, 1941-1948, Montana
Govemors' Records, 1889-1962, MC35, Montana Historical Society, Helena, Montana.

re Article VlI, "Preliminary Draft of Yellowstone River Compact (Revised October 17, 1942)," boxlfolder:
124110, Yellowstone River Compact, 1941-1948, Sam C. Ford AdminisÍation, 1941-1948, Montana Govemors'
Records, 1889-1962, MC35, Montara Historical Society, Helena, Montana.

'o Article lV, "Preliminary Draft of Yellowstone River Compact (Revised October 17,1942)," bolfolder:
124110, Yellowstone River Compact, 1941-1948, Sam C. Ford Administration, 1941-1948, Montana Governors'
Records, 1889-1962, MC35, Montana Historical Society, Helena, Montana.
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D. The December 1942 Compact Draft

29. By December 1942, interslate negotiators had dramatically changed their

approach to dividing the waters of the Yellowstone River - in part because they had been unable

to reach any conclusion about how to apportion the basin's water supplies by priority yet still

fully respect the authority of each state over water laws and rights within its own borders. A new

compact draft, dated December 15,1942, retained in its Articles III-IV, the provisions from the

October 1942 drafl establishing an interstate stream commission that would administer stream

gauging stations in the Yellowstone Basin.2l But from there, the apportionment provisions were

radically different. Instead, the December 15th draft compact simply turned the entire matter

over to the proposed compact commission, which would divide flows in relation to three basic

considerations: 1) priorities, 2) existing irrigated lands within the states involved, and 3)

potential irrigabie lands within the Yellowstone Basin.22 Yet even with these major changes in

how allocations would be handled, the three states' negotiators still tried to maintain each state's

control over rights, uses, and la.¡is within its own boundaries through the retention of many ofthe

provisions from the October 1942 draft..23 As Federal Power Commissioner Wing, who helped

write the December i5th version, explained to Montana negotiator P.F. Leonard, each state's

priorities would be respected within its boundaries (even if the annual allocations were handled

by a compact commission based on priorities along entire streams). "The actual distribution of

the amount of water allotted to a State would, of course," Wing stated, "be on the basis of

2r Articles III-IV, "Pretiminary Draft of Yellowstone River Compact (Revised December 15, 1942),"
box/folder: 124110, Yellowstone River Compact, 1941-1948, Sam C. Ford Administration, 1941-1948, Montana
Govemors' Records, 1889-1962, MC35, Montana Historical Society, Helena, Montana.

2'Article V, '?reliminary Draft of Yellowstone River Compact (Revised December 15, 1942),"' boxlfoldel:
124110, Yeìlowstone River Compact, 1941-1948, Sam C. Ford AdminisÍation, 1941-1948, Montana Governoß'
Records, 1889-1962, MC35, Montana Historical Society, Helena, Montana.

" Afticles VII-VIII, "Preliminary Draft of Yellowstone River Compact (Revised December 15, 1942),-
box-/folder: 124110, Yellowstone River Compact, 1941-1948, Sam C. Ford Administration, 1941-1948, Montana
Governors' Records, 1889-1962, MC35, Montana Historical Society, Helena, Montana.
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priorities within the State."2a How this would be accomplished, however, had been the crucial

question all along because there had been no agreement on what, precisely, constituted the

existing priorities within each state. The December 15th draft did not really answer this point,

and not surprisingly, the draft was not widely supported and prompted heated debate.

30. As noted regarding earlier compact discussìons, some Montanans did not like the

concept of each state fully retaining jurisdiction over its own water laws and rights in any

Yellowstone settlement, largely because a¡ interstate administration of priorities regardless of

state lines was assumed to favor many Montana water users, who claimed earlier priorities than

those upstream in Wyoming. Understandably, therefore, Wyoming's negotiators were stronger

advocates of the sanctity of each state's laws within its own borders. Montana State Engineer

Fred Buck summarized both sides' thoughts on this point (and the related problems) to Montana

negotiator Joseph Muggli in late December 1942:

When the Montana members think of priorities, they have in mind
the whole stream from its source to its mouth, forgetting entirely that the
watershed is crossed by the State line. That is, a prior user on a stream,
regardless of which State he lives in, is entitled to first use of the vvater.
The user having the second priority may be in the other State but has
second right to the use of water from that strearn. Now I believe this is the
principle the Montana boys have in mind when they speak of priorities,
but Wyoming does not put this interpretation on the word. Their idea is to
divide the water at the State line in the ratio of percentages of irrigated
land in the respective States, then each State takes its water so divided and
distributes the same among its users according to the priorities within that
State. You can readily see the conirsion that will eventually arise unless
this matter is straightened out and stated very clearly.25

31. In an attempt to address Montanans' concems over their claimed earlier priorities

(as well as the uncertainties that existed at the time with regard to proving such rights), by the

end of December 1942, when a revised version of a compact was achieved, provisions were

2a Lesher S. Wing, Senior Engineer, Federal Power Commission, to P.F. Leonard, Dec. 19, 1942, flle 04-
01-00, YCC Correspondence, Montana State Department ofNatural Resources and Conservation, Helena, Montana.

25 Montana State Engineer Fred E. Buck to Joseph Muggli, Dec. 22, 1942, file 04-01-00, YCC
Correspondence, Montana State Deparhnent ofNatural Resources and Conservation, Helena, Montana.



insefied in that accord that attempted to bridge the desire for "home-rule" with possible

acceptance of Montana's ea¡lier water rights claims. Those provisions were clauses in Aficle V

of the December 31, 1942, compact providing for ten-year reviews and adjustments to the

interstate allocations based on fuÍher information that might be developed during each

succeeding decade.26 The decade-by-decade review was to permit adjustments based on: 1)

greater knowledge of existing rights, since those were in the midst ofbeing studied in relation to

federal proposals for more storage in the Yeilowstone Basin, and 2) changes in flows caused by

such storage, changes in retum flows, and other factors. The ide4 however, was not to adjust

allocations due to changes in priorities themselves (such as due to individuals' abandonment or

forfeiture). Instead, the existing uses and rights were to be covered by the mìnimum percentage

allocations set forth in Article V. The bottom line for this compact version, however - and the

rnain reason for later objections to this accord -'¡r'as that the actual allocations were to be left to

a permanent commission created by the compact. This new decade-by-decade-review approach

to Article V had been developed in recognition of the considerable disagreement over exactly

u/hat '¡,/as the extent of existing water uses and rights within each state. But the two states also

attempted to simultaneously endorse each state's administering its own water rights, uses, and

laws. As Arlicle VI of that agreement provided, "Present vested rights within each State and

between States relating to the beneficial use of the waters of the Yellowstone River System are

recognized by this Compact. All rights to the beneficial use of the waters of the Yellowstone

River System, heretofore and hereafter established under the laws ofany signatory State, shall be

satisfied solely from the proportion of the water allotted to that State as provided in Arlicle

'u Article V, "Yellowstone River Compact," Dec- 31, 1942, Subject File, Yellowstone River Compact,
1937 -1971, boxlfolder 7, Hans L. Bille Papers, 1955-1973, MC219, Montana Historical Society, Helena, Montarìa.



V....-27 Moreover, as had been the case in previous compact efforts, downstream states still

could appropriate water under the laws of upstream states for use in downstream 1ocations.28

32. Combining "home rule" with a compact commission that could change allotments

every decade, however, flew in the face of reality to many negotiators. R.E. McNally of

Wyoming explained the problem with this version of the compact to Wyoming State Engineer

L.C. Bishop in a January 14, 1943, letter that underscored Wyoming's desire to avoid any

interstate regulation of existing rights and uses and to leave those rights and uses to the oversight

ofthe individual states. In a lengthy anaiysis of the proposed compact and other interstate water

disputes (including cases already decided by the U.S. Supreme Court as well as those still being

litigated), McNally made it apparent that his state's position related to a desire not to have any

trans-boundary regulation of priorities:

[T]he State of Wyoming is making the following contentions: 1.

Interstate priority administration is not to be applied. . . . Equitable
apporlionment is accomplished by a mass allocation of the supply. . . . Let
us consider the first of these contentions. We find our state contending
very vigorously that interstate admìnistration is entirely unfeasible,
impracticable, and undesirable.2e

33. Following a lengthy discussion of these points in relation to other interstate water

disputes showing that such priority regulation of interstate rivers was not equitable because no

specific quantity of water was assigned to either state, McNally therefore queried hypothetically,

"In a huge basin, such as the Yellowstone River basin, is it practical to undertake interstate

administ¡ation at all?" His implicit answer was obviously "no," which he made clear by noting

the considerabie differences between the t¡r'o states in ¡elation to length of irrigation seasons,

2t Article VI, "Yellowstone River Compact," Dec. 31, 1942, Subject File, Yellowstone River Compact,
1937 -197 |,boxlfolder 7, Hans L. Bille Papers, 1955-1973, MC2l9, Montana Historical Society, Helena, Montana.

tt Article VII, "Yellowstone River Compact," Dec.31,7942, Subject File, Yellowstone River Compact,
1937 -1971,boxlfolder 7, Hans L. Bille Papers, 1955-1973,Ì|i4C219, Montana Historical Society, Helena, Montana.

2e R.E. McNally to Wyoming State Engineer L.C. Bishop, Jaî. 14, 1943, materials provided by North
Dakota.
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precipitation, and regional requirements. After considerably more review of previous interstate

water cases (notably, the U.S. Supreme Cot¡rf's 7922 decision in l4/yoming v. Colorado,25g U.S.

419), McNally concluded: "I feel compelled to conclude that at least insofar as Tongue River and

Powder River [both of which are tributaries of the Yellowstone Riverl are concerned, I must

oppose this matter of interstate administration. I would want to limit the powers of the Interstate

Commission so that each state would administer its own laws and its own water."3o

34. Yet there was no getting around the fact that this version ofthe compact gave the

actual allocations of water to the commission created by the agreement. The "solution" to the

conundrum of how to deal with Montana's older claims by providing for ten-year reviews and

adjustments to the interstate allocations under Article V had been a radically new approach to the

years-long priorities problem. Many parties nonetheless believed that all the clause did was to

leave the entire issue up in the air, and as a result, they believed this version of the compact left

too many questions unanswered. One of these questions, to Montana negotiator P.F. Leonard,

even dealt with whether prior rights would be sacrosanct. Lesher Wìng tried to clarify this point,

and in so doing, he a"lso underscored that the prior rights being protected were to be considered

permanent allocations blocks of wâter - that wouìd not vary over time in relation to

individuals' changed circumstances or the evolution of water law. Wing wrote to Leonard on

January 30. 1943:

The 'þresent vested rights" refened to [in the compact draft] relate
primarily to the rights of irrigators to divert and use water for growing
crops, and this activity depletes the stream flows to a considerable extent.
It clearly was the intent of the Compact Commission to protect this right
to diminish the stream flows, and it also was their clear intent to divide the
total stream flows among the signatory stafes, permitting eqch to diminish
the natural flow by certain definitely specified amounts; the amounts by

'o R.E. McNally to Wyoming State Engineer L.C. Bishop, Ian. 14, 1943, materials provided by North



which they are permitted to deplete the stream comprise the allotments.

[Emphasis added.]3r

35. Wesley D'Ewart, a Montana state senator and a compact negotiator, also tried to

underscore this point in an analysis ofthe compact written to clarify its provisions to Montanans.

After noting that it was imperative to reach an agreement among Montana, Wyoming, and North

Dakota to avoid having the Yeliowstone River's allocations coopted into a larger arrangement

among all the states of the Missouri River Basin - a very real possibility then being discussed

among federal officials - D'Ewart explained, "Some thought that the Compact disturbed present

vested rights," and here he quoted the provisions of Article VI, which provided:

Present vested rights within each state and between states relating
to the beneficial use of the wate¡ of the Yellowstone River system are
recognized by this Compact. All rights to the beneficial uss of the water
of the Yellowstone River system, heretofore and hereafter established
under the laws of any signatory state will be satisfied solely from the
proportion of the water allotted to that state. . . . Indian treaty rights
pertaining to the waters of the Yellowstone River Basin are not affected by
this Compact and are excluded therefrom.

36. D'Ewart then declared emphatically: "It would appear to me that it would be ha¡d

to write an article more definitely recognizing vested rights within State boundaries. This

Compact does not affect vested rights within state boundaries." D'Ewart added that a fuilher

safeguard to the sanctity of each state's administration of rights and laws within its boundaries

were the provisions ìn A¡tic1e VIII permitting lower states to build reservoirs in upper states but

only under the upper state's existing 1aws.32

37. Yet even this explanation did not quell all objections in both Montana and

Wyoming, particularly due to the uncertainty ove¡ how much authority the compact commission

would have over interstate allocations as each decade went by. As a result, ratihcation failed

31 Lesher S. Wing to P.F. Leonard, Jaî.30,1943, materials provicled by North Dakota.
32 Wesley A. D'Ewart, "Yellowstone River Compacf' fanalysis of compact], Feb. 1943, materials provided

by North Dakota.



when Wyoming irrigators in the Tongue and Powder basins - both of which are tributaries of the

Yellowstone River - succeeded in having the Wyoming approval delete references to those two

streams in the compact itself. In other words, the Tongue and Powder were not to be covered by

the agreement at all,33 and with only a partial interstate accord accomplished, the entire compact

version dìed.

E. The 1944 Compact

38. By mid-1944, as deliberations were about to resume, the topic of each state's

sovereignty over its own water rights and laws remained foremost in many negotiators' minds,

especially those from Wyoming. P.F. Leonard, a Montana negotiator, explained the situation

succinctly in a June 29, 1944, letter to H.D. Comstock, the regional director of the Bu¡eau of

Reclamation and new federal delegate to the compact talks:

It is my theory that the only purpose of a compact is to divide the
water at the Stafe line in order to avoid the conflicts by reason of the State
line. The compact can not [slc] settle or detemine questions within the
boundaries of a State. I do not believe that the commissioners appointed
under a compact would have authority to come into the State of Montana
and divide water or interstate tributaries at the point where such tributaries
join the Yellowstone River in Monfana. The compact commissioners have
no business attempting to measure or dívide waters that have their source
within or suppiy from teritory entirely within the State of Montana. Any
attempt to do so would be uniau.fül and would lead to confusion and
discord and I do not believe it has ever been attempted previously.3a

39. Wyoming State Engineer L.C. Bishop concur¡ed that the protection of existing

uses and water rights within each state was vital and that each state had to maintain complete

" "House in Wyoming Acts on Bill on River Compact," Helena Independent, Feb. 16, 1943; "North
Dakota Senate Votes Water Compact," Bíllings Gazette, Feb. 17, 1943; "Vy'ater Pact Voted by Wyoming House,"
ibid., Feb. 18, 1943; "Wyoming Senate Okehs Yellowstone Compact," ibid., Feb. 19, 1943|, Water Compact
Rejected by Montana Senate," ibid., Feb. 20, 1943; "North Dakota covemor Vetoes Bill Designed to Ratiry Water
Pact," ibid., March 4, 1943; Montana State Engineer Fred E. Buck telegam to North Dakota State Engineer Johr T.
Tucker, Feb. 19,1943,ftle 04-01-00, YCC Correspondence, 1943, Montana State Deparûnent of Natural Resources
and Conservation, Helena, Montana; "Montana Senate Rejects Compact," Bisn arck Tribune,Feb.20,1943.

3o P.F. Leonard to H.D. Comstock, Regional Dtector, U.S. Bureau of Reclamation, Jtne 29, 1944, file:
General Correspondence, 1940-1949, Yellowstone River (1943-44), Series 01.01.01, box 126, General
Correspondence, 1940-1949, Yellowstone River - Z, Records of the Wyoming State Engineer, Record Group 0037,
Wyoming State Archives, Cheyenne, Vy'yoming.
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control over \¡/ater laws as well as rights within its boundaries in order to protect that state's

water users. Explaining the situation to Comstock on November 4, 1944, Bishop wrote that

Wyoming's Tongue River water users would never accept any agreement whereby thei¡ claims

might be compromised in favo¡ of a¡r allocation to Montana. "The people on Tongue River,"

Bishop declared, "will not agree to any compact whereby there is a possibility that some of their

late water rights will be effected [slc]."35

40. These concems subsequently doomed yet a new version of the compact - which

in many respects resembled fhe 1942 compact draft - although the 1944 version continued to

assert in Article VI:

Present vested rights within each State and between States relating
to the beneficial use of the waters of the Yellowstone River System are
recognized by this Compact and shall be administered by the proper
officials of the respective States. All rights to the beneficial use of the
waters of the Yellowstone River System, heretofore and hereafter
established under the laws of any signatory State shall be satisfied solely
from the portion of the water allotted to that State as provided in Arlicle

Despite this recognition of each state's existing rights and uses, Wyoming Govemor Lester C.

Hunt vetoed the 7944 compact in late February 1945. Hunt cited his belief that Wyoming's

interests in each Yellowstone tributary were not adequatety protected.3?

35 Wyoming State Engineer L.C. Bishop to H.D. Comstock, Regional Director, U.S. Bureau of
Reclamation, Nov. 4, 1944, file: General CoÍespondence, 1940-1949, Yellowstone River (1943-44), Series
01.01.01, General Correspondence, 1886-1983, box 126, Records of the Wyoming State Engineer, Record Group
0037, Wyoming State Archives, Cheyenne, Wyoming.

'u Article VI, Yellowstone River Compait (December 1944 draft), box/folder: 124111, Yellowstone
Compact Commission, 1945-1948, Sam C. Ford Administration, 1941-1948, Montana Govemors' Records, 1889-
1962, MC35, Montana Historical Society, Helena, Montana.

3? Wyoming Governor Lester C. Hunt to Wyoming Secretary of State William Jack, Feb. 27, 1945,
box/folder: 124111, Yellowstone Compact Commission, 1945-1948, Sam C. Ford Administration, 1941-1948,
Montara Govemors' Records, 1889-1962, MC35, Montana Hìstorical Society, Helena, Montara. See also "Water
Pact Bill Vetoed by Hunt," Bíllings Gqzette, lll4arch 2, 1945; "Wyoming Govemor Vetoes Vy'ater Pacf," Bismarck
Tribune,March 9, 1945.



F. The 1950 Compact and Contemporaneous Explanations

41. Due to the bien¡ial nature ofthe three states' legislatures, several years transpired

before negotiators for Montana, North Dakota, and Wyomìng retumed to compact discussions,

and by this time, it had become obvious that no settlement that extended or recognized priorities

across state lines would be satisfactory to all parties. In addition, negotiators also had given up

on the idea of a poweffirl commission that could change interstate allocations. At first,

correspondence among the parties discussed the possibility of ratifying the previously-defeated

1944 compacf. Yet the primary goal ofthe interstate deliberations - protecting existing uses and

rìghts within individual states before any allotments of supplemental supplies or new stored

waters \¡r'ere assigned - remained foremost in most negotiators' minds. Indeed, as Montana's

efforts to more clearly determine.its existing uses and rights through the county-by-county

studies (which had started several years earlier and all of which are posted online now) reached

fruition, Montana's compact negotiators told Wyoming's leaders that with the new and better

defined information in hand, Montana now would insist on a greatû allocation of water in any

revised compact negotiations to cover the state's existing uses and rights. Montana State

Engineer and compact negotiator Fred E. Buck made this point to Wyoming State Engineer L.C.

Bishop on January 2, 1948:

At the time the present Compact was agreed upon we had no
definite data as to the amount of the land being irrigated in Montana, but
since then we have completed our water resources surveys and I am sure
that the results of these surveys will show without a doubt that Montana is
entitled to a larger percentage of the first block of water [today, called
"Tier I" waterl than is shown in the present [1944] Compact.3s

42. Montana compact negotiator Wesley A. D'Ewart concurred and explained his

view to Wyoming State Engineer Bishop on March24,1948:

38 Montana State Engineer Fred E. Buck to Wyoming State Engineer L.C. Bishop, Jan. 2, 1948, mateirals
provided by North Dakota.
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Montana is anxious to cooperate with Wyoming in this matter of a
compact. I am inclined to agree with Mr. Buck that if a new compact is
opened up, Montana would have to insist on a larger percentage of the first
block of water ["Tier I" water] based on Montana's more exact
information as regards irrigated areas.3e

43. For similar reasons, everyone now realized that no state was willing to relinquish

any aspect of its sovereignty to an administrative body charged with allocating flows among the

states, even after a decade-by-decade review of new information. Nor was anyone willing to

accept regulation ofpriorities across the state line if it meant either state surrendering jurisdiction

over its oum laws and water rights. As P.F. Leonard, a Montana negotiator, explained at the

November 29, 1949, compact talks, "the water being divided is that which crosses the State lìne,

not that which exists at any other point."a0

44. A s'im'ilar view was expressed by the Yellowstone River Compact Commission's

Engineering Committee, which had been created by the compact negotiators i¡ late l949.al

Explaining in its final report to the full negotiating commission, the Engineering Committee

noted that there were too many unknown facts relating to either state's priorities for such a trans-

boundary administration of priorities to work:

The States of Wyoming and North Dakota maintain central records
of \'r'ater appropriations from which it is possible to tabulate all the water
rights on each stream, with the quantlty of watet appropriated and the date
of the appropriation. The State of Montana has in recent years collected
similar data, and is now in the process of conelating water rights with
actual use. To tabulate, classify, ar,d analyze the data available in the
three states conceming water right priorities would be a tremendous job,
and one that the committee feels is not justified. The problems attending
any attempt to use such data for compact purposes would be considerable,
due to differences in state diversion allowances, differences in

3e Congressman Wesley A. D'Ewart to Wyoming State Engineff L.C. Bishop, March 24, 1948, materials
provided by North Dakota.

a0 "Yellowstone River Compact Commission, Minutes of Meeting, Nov. 29, 1949,- Montana Attomey
General's Office, Helena, Monta.na.

ar "Yellowstone River Compact Comnission, Minutes of Meeting, Nov. 29, 1949,- Montana Attomey
General's Office, Helena, Montana. See also "Group Is Named to Engineering Committee, Will Seek to Allocate
Yellowstone River Use," Independent Record (Helena), Nov. 30, 1949: "Negotiations Reopened at Meet Here to
Formulate Water Pact," B¡llings Gqzette, Nov. 30, 1949.
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adjustication [sfc] proceedings, and other factors. It would be difficult to
arrive, for example, at a definition ofa water right that could be applied in
all three states.a2

45. By the spring of 1950, a new draft compact had been circulated. W.J. Burke of

the Bureau of Reclamation, who had authored the draft, explained that he had considered

previous efforts to formulate a compact as well as the work of the Engineering Committee, and

the "only principle that I can deduce from the repoÍ of the engineering committee is that existing

appropriative rights in each State shall be recognized both as to validity and enjoyment and that

the stream flows after depletion by existing appropriative rights shall be apporlioned on a rate

basis that shall be determined by taking the total of the interstate potential acreage as the base

and the total of the intrastate potential as the percentage."a3

46. Several months later, Wyoming's commissioners met to be certain they all agreed

on fimdamental principles in any final compact, and subsequently, Wyoming's R.E. McNally

\uote to W.J. Burke on August 17 , 1950, to relay the ¡esults of the Wyoming caucus. McNaJly

indicated that he and other Wyoming commissioners had "reached a tentative agreement on most

of the important questions which will arise when the Drafting Committee meets." McNally then

stated that one of those issues involved the question of the treatment of prior water rights under

the proposed compact. This, in tum, he noted, raised the topic of whether prior water rights and

uses (which nearly all previous compact versions had attempted to safeguard, although the means

had been uncerlain) were to be protected as they then existed under water laws of the day or

whether they might be subject to variations in individuals' status or changes in water laws over

a2 Yellowstone River Compact Commission, Engineering Comrnittee, "Report of the Engineering
Committee: Yellowstone River Compact Commission," Jan. 19, 1950 (unpaginated), North Dakota State Water
Commission Library, Bismarck, North Dakota.

43 W.J. Burke to R.J. Newell, Chairman, Yellowstone River Compact Commission, April 20, 1950, file 04-
0l-00, YCC Correspondence, Montana State Department of Natual Resources and Conservation, Helena, Montana.
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time. As McNally explained, the actua.l water supplies to satisfr the rights and uses that existed

under each state's laws on January 1, 1950, were those that were to be protected:

We will submit for consideration Paragraph A of Aficle V in the
foliowing words: "4. All existing rights to the beneficial use of the
waters of Clarks Fork Basin, Yeliowstone River, Big Hom River Basin
(exclusive of Little Hom River), Tongue River Basin, and Powder River
Basin (inclusive of Little Powder River), respectively, in the States of
Montana and Wyoming valid under the laws of those States, respectively,
as of January i, 1940 þis is a typographical er¡or and should be '1950' in
light of what McNally says later in his letter], are hereby recognized and
shall be a¡d remain unimpaired by this compact."aa

47 . As explained earlier, McNally indicated that the protected rights were those

sanctioned by existing laws of the time and were not subject to alterations due to individual

circumstances or changes in water law; McNally expressly stated that the water uses and rights

being permanently protected were those "valid under the'laws of those States, respectively, as of

January 1, 1950." Moreover, this language was to apply to ali streams covered by the compact.

McNally made this clear when he wrote, "This phraseology, we think, should be made applicable

to all ofthe rivers involved in these negotiations."as

48. This particular point had been underscored a few months earlier in late May 1950

when I.A. Acker, Norlh Dakota's principal negotiator, had sent a draft portion of what became

A¡ticle V of the final compact to R.J. Newell, the chairman of the Yellowstone River Compact

Commission. Acker had noted that that Yellowstone Basin streams flowing from Montana into

North Dakota ought be treated exactly the same as those shared by Wyoming and Montana. As

Acker wrote, "I cannot conceive of any objection to the amendment suggested by me. The

amendment merely provides for the same recognition of so-called vested rights as was insisted

aa R.E. McNally to W.J. Bulke, Regional Counsel, U.S. Bureau of Reclamation, Aug. 17, 1950, file 04-01-
00, YCC Correspondence, 1950, Montana State DepaxÍnent of Natural Resources and Conservation, Helena,
Montana.

o5 R.E. McNally to W.J. Burke, Regional Counsel, U.S. Bureau of Reclamation, Aug. 17, 1950, file 04-01-
00, YCC Correspondence, 1950, Montana State Department of Natural Resouces and Conservation, Helena,
Montana.



upon by Mr. McNally and others at the last meeting of the Compact Commission, with reference

to tributary streams. "46

49. Moreover, as deliberations continued in the late summer and fall of 1950, it

became increasingly clear that almost no one continued to support an administration of interstate

\ryaters on any of the Yellowstone River's tributaries according to priorities regardless of state

lines. While some continued to believe that strict adherence to priorities across the Montana-

Wyoming boundary would bring Montanarìs more water (as well as constitute an "equitable"

appoÍionment), this position was roundly rejected by the majority of the compact negotiato¡s,

who backed complete sovereignty by each state over its own waters - no matter how an inteßtate

allocation might take place. For instance, North Dakota's I.A. Acker tried to persuade

Montana's P.E. Leonard of the futility of the trans-boundary priority idea in a September 23,

1950, letter. Acker pointed to the recent U.S. Supreme Courl decision in Hinderlider v. La Plata

River and Cherry Creek Ditch Company, 304 U.S. 92 (1938), which, according to Acker,

declared that states sharing an interstate stream had a mutual right to an equitable apportionment

of that stream, notwithstanding priorities along the entire length of the sfeam. Acker explained

what this meant:

In other words, under the rule of equitable division between states,
the right of prior beneficial use of water in each state would apply to the
portion of flow "equitably" allocated to it. Under the ruÌe suggested by'you at our meeting last August, state lines would be ignored and
detemination of priority would involve consideration of water-rights
along the entire length of a stream. It is quite obvious, however, that if the
question of priority of water-rights must be adjudicated on the basis of
time of appropriation for beneficial use, without regard to state lines,
administration would be very difficult.

Under the rule suggested by Mr. McNally, the maxim "first in time
first in right" would, as to an appropriator in Wyoming, apply to the share
of the flow of a stream allocated to Wyoming and likewise the priority of a

tu I.A. Acker, Counsel for the fNorth Dakota] State Water Conservation Commission, to R.J. Newell,
Chairman, Yellowstone Compact Commission, May 22, 1950, materials provided by North Dakota.
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water-right in Montana would concem only the water "equitably"
allocated to that state.

I am inclined to agree with Mr. McNally that the waters of an
interstate stream must first be equitably divided between the states through
which it flows, and that the question of priority of water-rights must be
decided in each state under its law, and should concem only priority as to
the beneficial use ofthe quantity of water allotted to each state.47

50. Members of the Engineering Committee of the Yellowstone River Compact

Commission clearly backed Acker's views of the sanctity of each state's laws and not the

position of regulating priorities regardless of state lines. As Carl Myers, Chairman of the

Engineering Committee, summarized in a draft letter to Compact Commission Chaiman R.J.

Newell, any attempt to administer existing rights or uses across state lines would be futile,

although Myers also made it clear that such rights ought to be recognized and permanently

protected within each compacting state. With regard to protecting existing rights and uses,

Myers told members of the Compact Commission's Engineering Committee on September 19,

1950, that one ofthe basic principles underlying a compact draft that he was forwarding for the

committee's consideration was that "Existing rights are to be undisturbed and not administered

under the Compact-"aE The draft letter to Newell forwarded by Myers then added:

Conceming treatrnent of existing developments in the Compact,
the committee is of the opinion that there is little to be gained from a water
supply standpoint by regulating and administering existing diversions on a
snaight priority basis [across the state line] or otherwise. It is, of course,
entirely up to the Commission whether or not existing rights are to be
administered under the Compact, but from an engineering standpoint, the
committee feels that the expense and difficulties of such an administration
would in no way justiôz the benefits that might be obtained for the lower
State. There a¡e no available data upon which to base this þpe of
administration, due to differences in the water laws of Wyoming and
Montana. It would be a major research project to place existing rights in

ot I.A. Acker, Counsel for the fNorth Dakota] State Water Conservation Comrnission, to P.F. Leonard,
Sept. 23, 1950, materials provided by North Dakota.

a8 Carl Myers, Chairman, Engineering Committee, Yellowstone River Compact Commission, to Fred Buck,
Early Lloyd, W.S. Hanna, and J.J. Walsh, Sept. 19, 1950 (with compact draft), file 04-01-00, YCC Correspondence,
Montana State Department of Natual Resources and Conservation, Helena, Montana.
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both States on an equivalent basis, and it might eventually involve
adjudication proceedings in either or both States.ae

G. Approval of the 1950 Compact by Congress

51. Following the approval of the 1950 Yellowstone River Compact by the state

negotiators, various federal officials offered their views on exactly what the agreement meant in

preparation for ratification procedures by the three states and by Congress. For instance, on

January 23,1951, Elmer K. Nelson, an engineering consultant for the U.S. Senate Committee on

Interior and Insular Affairs, which was then considering the proposed compact, wrote a

memorandum to Senator Joseph C. O'Mahoney of Wyoming, who chaired the committee.

Nelson reviewed the provisions of Article V, and in so doing, he offered his views regarding that

article's sections to help O'Mahoney formulate his recommendations to the fuIl U.S. Senate with

regard to ratification. Nelson specifically stated with respect to water rights and uses prior to

January 1, 1950, that the compact did not permit "calls" by juniors in order to satisfy senior

claimants in upstream states:

Existing appropriative rights as of January 1, 1950, are recognized
in each of the signatory states. No regulation of the supply is mentioned
for the satisfaction of these Àghfs, and it is clear, then, that a demand of
one state upon another for a supply dffirent from that now obtaining
under present conditions of supply and diversion, is not contemplated, nor
would such a demand have legal standing. Where these rights have
deficient supplies they would be supplemented by rights obtained from
"unused and unappropriated waters" in the basin as of January 1, 1950,
from the allocated waters under' subsection B. North Dakota rights are
covered specifically in subsection D. [Emphasis added.]sO

52. Robert Newell, the federal delegate to the compact talks, also explained the

meaning behind Article V, observing that that arlicle did not contemplate any adjustments to prc-

ae Draft letter of Engineering Committee to R.J. Newell, Oct. 3, 1950, contained with letter from Carl L.
Myers, Chairman, Engineering Committee, to Fred Buck, W.S. Hanna, Earl Lloyd, and J.J. Walsh, Oct.3, 1950,
materials provided by North Dakota.

'u Elmer K. Nelson Memorandùm to U.S. Senator Joseph C. O'Mahoney of Wyoming, Jaî.23, lg5l,
Montana Attomey General's Office, Helena, Montana.



1950 rights and uses even in light of possible future changes in individuals' circumstances or

subsequent alterations in water law. Newell stressed the difficulties the negotiators had had in

addressing how existing uses and rights would be handled across state lines, especially in light of

each state's differing water laws. In so doing, Newell noted that the 1950 Yellowstone River

Compact purposely did not attempt to divide among the states "water now appropriated and in

use":

In earlier attempts to arrive at a compact and in the early meetings
here reported, there was searching discussion as to whether the agreement
sought on division of waters should include the water now appropriated
and in use or should apply only to the unappropriated and unused balance
which is available for further development. The latter principle was
decided on (Art. V-A) for several reasons. First, it would be a huge and
time-consuming task to determine and fix comparable values for existing
rights in three States with differing water laws and practices in
establishing water rights. Second, the basic fact that there is enough water
ifproperly conserved by storage to take care ofall existing and all feasible
future developments points up the importance of arriving promptly at the
simplest workable agreement that would permit such storage projects to
proceed. When these are built, even the operation provisions of the
compact are expected to become easy of administration.s I

53- Secretary of the Interior Oscar L. Chapman used similar language to explain the

Compact in a message to Congress endorsing ratification in September 195 1 . Noting that Article

V set fofth the apportionment of the Yellowstone Basin's waters among the states, Chapman

wrote that the engineering advisors of the Compact Commission had determined

that little could be gained, from a water supply standpoint, by attempting,
in the compact, the regulation and administration of existing appropriative
rights in the signatory States. . . . Accordingly, paragraph A of Aficle V
recognizes the appropriative rights to the beneficial uses of the water of
the Yellowstone River system existing to each signatory State as of
January 1, 1950, and it permits the continued enjoyment of such rights in

5r R.J. Newell, Federal Representative, Yellowstone River Compact Negotiations, "Repof to the Congress
by the Federal Representative on the Yellowstone River Compact," [March 16, 1951], Montana Attomey General's
Offi ce, Helena, Montana.



accordance with the laws goveming the acquisition and use of water under
the doctrine of appropriation.52

54. In other words, Chapman whose interpretation of the 1950 Yellowstone River

Compact was fundamental to Congress's understanding of that agleement reiterated the

prevailing conclusion among the Compact's negotiators that water rights and uses as of January

1, 1950, would remain under the exclusive jurisdiction of the states within which they lay and

would not be disturbed by changes ìn individuals' circumstances or the evolution of water laws.

Conclusion

55. The research and document review and analysìs that I have conducted, as

described above, revealed no discussion of remedies for violation of the Yellowstone River

Compact. It is my conclusion and opinion that the referenced documents show no contemplation

by the negotiators of the Compact of a priority call across state lines. On the contrary, those

documents suggest that the negotiators affirmatively rejected the concept of any interstate

administration, including priority calls across state lines.

" U.S. Congress, Grqnting the Consent of Congress to a Compqct Entered into by the Stqtes of Montqna,
North Dakota, and Wyoming Rèløting to the Waters ofthe Yellowstone River,82 Cong., I sess., S. Rpt. 883, Oct. 2,
't951,pp.9-12.
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